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et al., 2003; Nomikou et al., 2012a; Sigurdsson et al., 2006a). A number
of dives down to 600 mwith the submersible Thetis of theHellenic Cen-
tre for Marine Research have started since 1999, with impressive data
from the submarine volcanic outcrops (Nomikou, 2004; Nomikou and
Papanikolaou, 2000). Additional information has been accumulated
more recently from remotely operated vehicles (ROV) whose capability
reaches 3–4 km depth (Carey et al., 2011; Nomikou et al., 2012a;
Sigurdsoon et al., 2006a).

This paper aims to present the available data of the submarine vol-
canoes along the Aegean volcanic arc and to provide a comprehensive
view of the volcanic arc combining its onshore and offshore outcrops.

2. Methods

The bathymetric and seismic data were obtained during several
cruises along the submarine volcanoes of the Hellenic volcanic arc
with R/V Aegaeo, R/V Endeavor and R/V Nautilus. Additional manned
submersible Thetis and ROV dives have been performed in 2000,
2006, 2007, 2010 and 2011 during different oceanographic cruises.

Survey operations were conducted using the HCMR submersible
Thetis, which is capable of operating up to 610 m depth for up to
nine hours mission duration. Thetis is typically equipped with obsta-
cle avoidance sonar, two hydraulic manipulator arms (5 and 3 de-
grees of freedom respectively) and a vacuum sample collection
system. Visual survey is accomplished by an external digital video
camera mounted on the technical bar directly forward of the cabin,
as well as a high definition video camera and multiple still cameras

within 2 man crew cabin (pilot and scientist). Illumination is provided
by two 400 W HMI and six 150 W halogen lights.

R/V Nautilus is equipped with the ROVs Hercules and Argus, which
make up a dual-body deepwater system (4000 m depth rating). Her-
cules and Argus are state-of-the-art deep-sea robotic vehicle systems
capable of exploring depths up to 4000 m. Each remotely operated
vehicle (ROV) has its own suite of cameras and sensors that receive
electrical power from the surface through a fiber-optic cable, which
also transmits data and video. Engineers and scientists command
the vehicles from a control room aboard Nautilus, with some dives
lasting more than three days (Phillips et al., 2011). A 20-hp electric/
hydraulic pump powers the mechanical functions on Hercules. Two
manipulator arms, one dexterous and the other strong, work together
to sample and move equipment around on the seafloor. High-
definition video cameras provide a clear, precise window to the
world below and create dazzling images. Capable of working as a
stand-alone system, Argus becomes a towed-body instrument for
large-scale deepwater survey missions. Side-scan sonar looks out on
either side of the vehicle up to 400 m away, identifying features as
small as a brick. Powerful 1200-Watt lamps provide light miles
below where sunlight is absorbed by seawater.

The multibeam bathymetric surveys were carried out by the R/V
Aegaeo of the Hellenic Centre for Marine Research, using a SEABEAM
2120 swath system. The SEABEAM 2120 is a hull-mounted swath sys-
tem operating at 20 kHz in water depths not exceeding 6000 m. It has
an angular coverage sector of 150° with 149 beams, covering a swath
width from 7.5 to 11.5 times the water depth for depths from 20 m to
5 km. The maximum swath coverage can reach 9 km at maximum
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Fig. 1. Simplifiedmap of the present day geodynamic structure of theHellenic Arc, showing themodernAegean volcanic arc developed behind theHellenic trench, the Peloponnese–Crete
island arc and the Cretan back-arc basin. Note that the African plate to the south subducts beneath the Eurasian plate to the north along the red lines just to the south of Crete. Yellow
arrows indicate the GPS rates (approximately 40 mm/y) of the Aegean towards the African plate (considered stable).
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The	Minoan	Erup.on		

•  ~1610	BC	in	Late	Bronze	Age.		
•  One	 of	 largest	 plinian	 erup5ons	 in	 younger	 5me,	 followed	 by	
caldera	collapse	

•  Height	 of	 erup5on	 column	 ~36-39	 km	 (Pyle,	 1990),	
es5mated	VEI	of	6.	

•  Caldera	collapse	volume	~55	km3		(Sigurdsson	et	al.,	2006)	

•  Erup5on	 deposit	 volume	 78–86	 km3,	 =>	 largest	 known	
Holocene	erup.on	(Johnston	et	al.,	2014)	

•  Seismic	 surveys	 show	 sediment	 sequence	 on	 the	 ocean	 floor	
around	Santorini	is	generally	massive	or	chao5c	

•  		Typical	of	submarine	pyroclas5c	flow	deposits		
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North	breach:	

•  3	km	long,	1	km	wide,	steep-sided	U-shaped	channel	
•  Broad,	arcuate	headwall	up	to	3	km	wide	
•  Y-shaped	drainage	incised	into	main	channel	

(Nomikou	et	al.,	2016,	Nature	Communica.ons)	
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Strikingly	similar	erosive	feature	
resul5ng	from	catastrophic	failure	of	

a	dam	(Virginia,	South	Africa)	



(Nomikou	et	al.,	2016	Nature	Communica.ons)	



SW	breach:	

•  Morphologically	fresh	
•  LiTle	secondary	slumping	or	

drainage	
•  Headwalls	steeper	than	N	

breach	
•  Landslide	scars	with	well	

preserved	headwalls	and	
intervening	septa.		



(Nomikou	et	al.,	2016	Nature	Communica.ons)	



•  Could	have	generated	large	waves	inside	the	caldera	(with	run-ups	up	to	~200	m)	

•  No	significant	(amplitude	<~10	m)	waves	outside	the	caldera		

•  Need	alterna.ve	source	for	Minoan	tsunami:	pyroclas.c	flows	and	slumping	



Summary	

•  Santorini	and	the	Minoan	
erup5on	(Late	Bronze	Age)	

•  New	results	combining	Lidar,	
geological	mapping,	high	
resolu5on	bathymetry,	and	
marine	seismic	surveys	

•  Evidence	for	dry	caldera	collapse,	
followed	by	catastrophic	dam	
failure	and	flooding	
•  Dry	collapse	can’t	be	
tsunamigenic	

•  Pyroclas5c	flows	could	have	
caused	Minoan	tsunami	

“An	Ancient	Tsunami	

That	Ended	a	Civiliza.on	

Gets	Another	Look”		

What	triggered	

tsunamis	that	

demolished	Bronze-

Age	civiliza.on?	
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